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0, Introduction

With the exception of Paspati's (1870) book on the non-Vlach Romani di-

alect spoken in the Turkish/Greek area of Rumeli, there exists little literature

about the dialects of Turkish Romani groups. Publications so far deal with ap-

pearance, work, social life, and music of the Roma, but not their languages.^

Moreover, the present situation shows a rapid decline of Romani competence

among the Roma. Nonetheless the existence of approximately 120 hours'

recordings collected by Mozes Heinschink during the last 27 years in Turkey

(mainly in the districts of Izmir, Manisa, and Aydin in Western Anatolia) enables

us to investigate at least one of the Romani dialects of Turkey - that spoken by a

non-Vlach group of basket makers (SepeSides) originating from northern

Greece. A first contribution on the group and its language was presented by

Heinschink (1989). In the meantime the transcription of the recorded material

has been completed at the Phonogram Archive of the Austrian Academy of

Science in Vienna (see Fennesz-Juhasz 1996). The dialect has been codified and

outlined in a comprehensive grammar (Cech & Heinschink 1997). This paper

presents some of the main characteristics of SepeCides Romani.

7. The basket makers of Izmir

The SepeCides of Izmir are a group of sedentary non-Vlach Gypsies. Until

around 1920 they travelled in the area of Saloniki; their traditional profession

was the production and selling of baskets. They were Muslims and spoke Greek

and Turkish alongside Romani. During the Greek-Turkish war those SepeSides

willing to adopt the Orthodox religion remained in Greece and are now scattered
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in various villages in northern Greece. The largest group settled in Volos. Those

who favored their Muslim tradition moved to today's Turkey. After several

years of migration they arrived at Mersin, where they stayed for about three

years. SepeCides settled in Malatya and in the area of Mersin in Adapazar,

Tarsus and Adana. In Mersin and Adana there are still settlements of at least sev-

eral hundred speakers. However, there exist no records of their dialect so far.

From Mersin several families migrated to Izmir and settled in ^irpikoy,

Arap9ikoy and ^iplakoy, villages in the region of Izmir. Later, many of them

moved to Izmir, to the Gypsy quarter Giiltepe, and finally to the district

Balhkuyu. This was around 10 years after they had left Greece. In the urban

surroundings their traditional profession of basket making disappeared. Now the

women work as cooks or cleaning women; the men occasionally work in service

industries, e.g. at filling stations, or trade with food and dry goods in small

shops or at the markets. However, they still refer to themselves as *SepeCides*,

while the Turks traditionally call them mubadele mahacir 'exchange immi-

grants'.

Language competence has decreased considerably among the younger peo-

ple. In the middle-aged generation only a few have full competence. The chil-

dren generally attend school, which favors their second language, Turkish.

Frequent contact with non-Gypsies leads to an increasing number of exogamic

marriages, mostly among the young men. Because of these tendencies the young

Roma undergo an assimilation process that seems irreversible; Turkish is their

main language now. There is no information about the Sepecides groups living

in Mersin and Adana, but a similar situation is to be expected.

The Greek SepeSides used to call themselves sevlengere Roma 'basket

Roma'. Basket weaving, however, has disappeared in Greece, as it has in the

area of Izmir. But unlike their relatives in Izmir, the Sepecides of Volos have

engaged in another stable profession - carpet trading. The girls and women work

in weaving factories and are paid half in money, half in goods. Their carpets are

sold by the men. Although the families are sedentary all year, their business

forces the men to travel with small trucks all over northern Greece. These people

are more conservative, as can be seen from the clothing of the women and,

above all, in maintaining Romani, which is the main language of the group both

at home and at work. Even the children talk Romani with each other. The di-

alect, which is about to disappear among the Turkish groups, is still alive in

Greece.
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